late, Nicole sets out with the Renard family's greatest treasure as her dowry: the highly coveted Lafitte Dagger. But her father's rivals come after the dagger, forcing a change in Nicole's plans. After a boiler explosion aboard the Louisiana,

Nicole's father deathly ill. Though she loves him, Nicole's father has always focused on what she's not. Not male. Not married. Not able to run Renard Shipping. Vowing to find a suitable husband to give her father the heir he desires before it's too late, Nicole embarks on a quest to find the perfect partner to wed.

In the meantime, Jackpot, the new head of security and technology, and Nicole’s fiancé, is set on proving himself. But when the Renard family’s greatest treasure is stolen, Jackpot must use all his skills to uncover the truth and restore the Lafitte Dagger to its rightful place.

With her father’s life in danger and her future uncertain, Nicole must make a decision that will determine the fate of Renard Shipping and her own happiness. Will she find the perfect partner to help her run the company or will she have to face the consequences of her father’s obsession with tradition?

A compelling story of love, family, and ambition that will keep readers on the edge of their seats, The Girls is a must-read for fans of historical fiction and romantic suspense.
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Vtech Cordless Phone With Answering Machine And Headset LS6475 2

When should we consider to stock our inventory in preparation for high demand in the next quarter? This is why we offer you the book compilation "Vtech Cordless Phone With Answering Machine And Headset LS6475 2" as a preview.

By receiving the title, publisher, or edition you truly need, you can discover books quickly. In the future, we provide a database of all books available between different publishers. If you can download and install the Vtech Cordless Phone With Answering Machine And Headset LS6475 2, it’s a reasonably simple task, put especially, we provide the chapter-by-chapter in both English and Chinese and install and install the Vtech Cordless Phone With Answering Machine And Headset LS6475 2, it’s a reasonably simple task, put especially, we provide the chapter-by-chapter in both English and Chinese.
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Health Psychology (2nd Edition) 2018 This book has made a major contribution to the teaching and study of health psychology. This substantial revision continues to provide the most accessible and comprehensive guide to the field. Many new features have been incorporated into the text and teaching aids, including original chapters on stress, pain, and sexual dysfunction. This book is the result of a collaborative effort between a team of experts in the field. It offers a unique perspective on the relationship between physical and psychological factors in health and illness.

Suzanne’s interviews with health psychologists and researchers illustrate the complexity and importance of health psychology for understanding health and illness. The interviews cover a range of topics, including the role of stress in disease, the impact of social support on health, and the importance of healthy behaviors such as exercise and diet.
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